
  

         

 

   
 

  

 

  
 

 

  
  

 

  

 
 

United States Agricultural Room 3935-S, STOP 0258 
Department of Marketing 1400 Independence Avenue

     Agriculture Service Washington, DC 20250-0258 

October 30, 2015 

TO: Shell Egg Graders 

FROM: Mark Perigen 
National Supervisor, Shell Eggs 

SUBJECT: Export Requirements for Shell Eggs Destined for Hong Kong 

This instruction outlines specific certification requirements for shell eggs as prescribed by the 
Director of Food and Environmental Hygiene for the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 
(HKSAR).  These requirements were negotiated with HKSAR authorities following the 
implementation of initial regulations applicable to the import of shell eggs. 

I. Export Verification and Processing Records 

Hong Kong authorities require that shell eggs imported from the United States be processed, 
packaged, labeled, and certified as fit for human consumption in accordance with the 
Regulations Governing the Voluntary Grading of Shell Eggs (7 CFR Part 56). 

A. Hong Kong authorities have requested that records be maintained by the 
certifying agent (AMS) identifying the flock(s) of origin for traceability purposes.  
Plant management must establish a flock identification system and, when 
applicable, a detailed procedure to assure segregation of eggs during storage for 
the grader to use when verifying eligibility of shell eggs from identified flocks.  
Plant management is responsible for providing the name and address of the 
production site and the flock identity to the USDA grader prior to processing the 
eggs. The grader will monitor the eggs being processed to verify the identity of 
the origin flock(s).  The list identifying the flock(s) of origin for the eggs 
processed and certified for each shipment will be documented on grading 
documents, (Form PY-75 or PY-211). 

B. A copy of the processing and grading records (Form PY-75 or PY-211) covering 
the production lot(s) on the shipment will be attached to the file copy of the 
certificate issued and retained in the graders files. 

II. Grade Requirements 

The shell eggs processed under the supervision of the USDA grader must be graded and certified 
as meeting U.S. Grade B or better as outlined in the United States Standards, Grades, and Weight 
Classes for Shell Eggs (AMS 56). 
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III. Packaging, Packing, and Stamping 

All packing and packaging material must be new, showing no evidence of previous use or 
damage. Each primary container (USDA approved carton, sleeve, etc.) and shipping container 
must be identified with the official plant number and date of packaging. 

Each shipping container must be stamped with the USDA Graded for Export Stamp bearing the 
appropriate certificate number at the facility where processed (origin). 

All shipping containers in the load covered by the grading certificate must be identified with the 
same export stamp (no commingling of export certificate numbers). 

IV. Expiration Dating 

When a processor elects to declare an expiration date (period of duration of quality) exceeding 
30 days, including the date of packaging, on a container or individual eggs destined for a foreign 
country, the qualifying statement below must be printed in the remarks section of the Shell Egg 
Grading Certificate: 

“The expiration date declared on the product covered by this certificate is the 
responsibility of the applicant” 

When shell eggs are identified with an expiration date exceeding 30 days, the shipping container 
must be identified in a manner to assure that the eggs are destined “FOR EXPORT ONLY.” 
Assuring that each shipping container is identified with the “Certified for Export” stamp fulfills 
this export labeling requirement. 

V. Transport Containers 

Transport containers for the shipment of shell eggs to Hong Kong must be clean and free of 
odors. The grader will verify and document the cleanliness of the transport container on the PY-
75 applicable to the product identified for shipment.  When unsanitary conditions are observed in 
transport vehicles, the grader will notify a responsible plant official of the conditions. When this 
occurs, the grader will document the specific conditions and the name of the plant official 
notified on the applicable worksheet. Product is not to be loaded on the vehicle until the 
unsanitary conditions have been corrected. 

The transport container must be sealed (company seal) prior to departure from the processing 
facility.  The grader need not be present at the time of loading, provided the condition of the 
transport container has been determined acceptable and verification of the stamping of each case 
and isolation of the shipment is completed.  The company seal number(s) must appear on the 
PY-210S for verification by officials at the point of entry to Hong Kong. 

In some cases, the final transport container may not be available at the location where the eggs 
are processed and certified.  For example, small lots of eggs that will be added to other products 
at or near the port of departure, unavailable sea-van containers at the origin processing plant, etc.  
In order to assure that only sanitary containers are used for exported product, the final shipping 
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container must be inspected by USDA personnel prior to loading of the product.  Arrangements 
will be made, at company expense, to inspect the final transport container at a pre-determined 
location using the following guidelines: 

 Origin Grader: 
o Ensure all shipping cases have been stamped with the Graded For Export stamp 

containing the applicable certificate number. 
o Complete the PY-210S showing the company seal number(s) that will be affixed 

to the final transport container and issue the certificate to plant management. 
o Prepare Form PY-211 listing the seal(s) used on the truck trailer for shipment to 

the final inspection location.  
o Provide plant management with the destination Federal State Supervisor’s (FSS) 

contact information. 
o Fax or email a photocopy of the issued PY-211 to the destination FSS, advising 

that a shipment can be expected. Include the anticipated arrival date and details 
regarding the destination inspection location. 

 Facility Management: 
o Responsible for contacting the destination FSS office to arrange for a final 

sanitation inspection of the transport container. 
o Assure that the issued PY-210S and company provided seal(s) is made available 

to the destination grader for final verification of shipping requirements. 
 Destination Grader: 

o Verify that the product arrived at port location with seals intact as indicated on 
Form PY-211. In the event that a shipment does not arrive as scheduled, or if 
seals are broken upon arrival, contact the FSS for further instructions. 

o The final transport container will be inspected for cleanliness using the same 
criteria as listed above (Paragraph V. Transport Containers).  Under no 
circumstances will product be loaded into a dirty container. It is not necessary to 
be present during the loading process as long as the company provided seal(s) are 
available and match the certificate, and the final transport container has been 
determined acceptable for cleanliness. 

o Via email notification, the destination grader will advise the origin grader that the 
container condition examination was satisfactory. This communication will be 
filed with the export documents in the origin grader’s files. 

o Grader’s time and expenses will be charged to the applicant requesting service 
using established billing procedures. 

V. Certification 

Plant management must notify the USDA grader of the pending processing of a shipment of shell 
eggs for export to Hong Kong and provide the grader with the following information: 

 Name and address of producer 
 Size of the lot to be certified 
 Flock(s) identification and location information 
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 Identification and volume of eggs received from each flock, when 
applicable 

 When product is scheduled to be graded and shipped 
 A statement from the hatchery verifying the layers originate from breeder 

flocks participating in the USDA, APHIS National Poultry Improvement 
Plan (NPIP) 

See Exhibit I for an example of the completed grading certificate.  Note that Form PY-210S must 
be used for export shipments. The grader will complete the remarks section as shown, including 
recording the company seal number(s) on the transport container.  The grader will sign the 
certificate with a blue ink pen.  The original certificate must accompany the shipment to Hong 
Kong. 

The grader will complete the Disease Free Certification Statement for Hong Kong (Exhibit II), 
place an impression of the export stamp (or computer generated label) on the document, and sign 
the statement with a blue ink pen.  The Disease Free Statement will be attached to the original 
certificate issued and must accompany the load to Hong Kong. 

File these instructions with attached exhibits in section E-07, of the Supervisors/Resident 
Graders Shell Egg Index. 

Attachments: 
Exhibit I – Completed PY-210S 
Exhibit II – Disease Free Statements for Hong Kong 
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